Ceiling shapes for concert halls are proposed that, on the basis of prior extensive subjective evaluations, should result in high listener preference of the hall's acpistoca; response to music. These shapes are based on the premise that as little as possible of the early sound energy should arrive at a listener's ears in the "median" plane (the vertical symmetry plane through the listener). While this goal is inherently approached in old-style, high-and-narrow halls, its realization in modern, low-ceiling halls requires special ceiling shapes and surface structures to keep early, median-plane sound away from the listener's ears. The musical program material for these studies was from the classical and romantic repertoire. However, considering the fundamental invariance of all musical perception--as opposed to speech perception--one may expect corresponding results for other musical styles Accordingly, binaural impulse responses from real halls were fed into a computer and digitally modified by adding (or deleting) lateral reflections. When the effect of these modifications is expressed as binaural similarity (as defined above), it was found that subjective preference reached its maximum value for zero binaural similarity? The lowest subjective preference score was obtained for the highest value of binaural similarity.
similarity and subjective preference are positively correlated. In fact, binaural dissimilarity was found to be at least as strongly correlated with preference as any other objective parameter--including reverberation time.
The musical program material for these studies was from the classical and romantic repertoire. However, considering the fundamental invariance of all musical perception--as opposed to speech perception--one may expect corresponding results for other musical styles Accordingly, binaural impulse responses from real halls were fed into a computer and digitally modified by adding (or deleting) lateral reflections. When the effect of these modifications is expressed as binaural similarity (as defined above), it was found that subjective preference reached its maximum value for zero binaural similarity? The lowest subjective preference score was obtained for the highest value of binaural similarity.
Interestingly, low preference was also found for negatively correlated earsignals. Thus, within the scope of these investigations, it can be concluded that zero binaural similarity is optimum even if in actual enclosures this goal cannot be completely realized.
II. CEILING SHAPES
How then can we design concert hall ceilings that avoid direct (median-plane) reflections into the audience area? Absorption is vetbotch because we need the energy from the ceiling for reverberation. However, we can shape the ceiling to reflect most of the sound energy to the side walls, whence it will reach the listener, directly or indirectly, from lateral directions.
One possible ceiling shape would be a convex (curved downward over the "center aisle") hyperbolic cylinder whose axis runs parallel to the front-back axis of the hall. A hyperbolic surface, as is well known, reflects rays from one of its focal lines as if they were coming from the other focal line. Thus, if the outer focal line of the ceiling's hyperbolic cross section is located in the stage area at the height of the musical instruments, the reflected sound rays will seem to come from a point only slightly above the ceiling and will spread out accordingly with much more energy going laterally than If we desire also longitudinal diffusion, the ceiling surface needs structuring also in the longitudinal direction. This is easily realized by replacing the quadratic residue sequence of Eq. 
